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itself, for, ex hypothesi, it is actionless and changeless. If not a pro-
duct, is it another entity self-caused and like Brahma itself ?
The answer given is that it is inscrutable and inexplicable (anir-
vachanzya). It is neither sat nor asat—not sat, because it is not eternal,
not asat, in the sense of precluding all possibility of existence in one's
experience, like the 'horns of a hare' or the ^son of a barren woman'. It
is something which presents us with the spectacle of an external world
in which we experience pleasure and pain, and appears also in our
consciousness and entangles us in the principle of Individualism-
It is thus more than nothing but less than real.
Perhaps, it is like u Opinion ?? of the Greek Philosophers, which
Plato defines as " something lying between the purely existent
and, the absolutely non-existent1—something more dusky than. know-
ledge [but] more luminous than ignorance."
This, then, appears, to be the Vedantic sense of Awdyd, It is the
negative aspect of Brahma, which, coupled with the positive aspect,
becomes the origin, of the Universe. To the Veddntw, amdyd fur-
nishes an explanation2 of the Uni verse, aridl denotes all that has come
into existence.
On a general review of the Upanishads, of the Vedanta Sutras, of
the Bhagvat Gifa, and of Shankar's commentaries thereon, it would
seem that the word amdyd is variously used to denote
1. Nature or Creation3;
2. The Mystery underlymg Nature4;
^e^S^^^^^^                    Ks^m^al  (»^FT)  in ^
, ^ ,      -.',      1.1    .  Bhag. Git. IX, 19; XIII, 26, means the
^ Professor yemer who could not  ^ of-Being and Not-Being. But
ta^e the bold step of proceeding yet  ^/^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ Philosophy
further, states it as his conviction that  ^^ ^ ^ solution of the problem of
some great truth lies here; that here,  existence-of what is, as distinguished
if anywhere, is the embryo of the sohl-  ^^ ^^        ^ be-and such a
tionofthe emgma of the murerse I  go^ion, moreover, must be valid not
am convi^ed that the unity of contra-   ^ ^          intelligence but to ail
nes is the law of things, that all life all     ^ intelligences. §uch a solution
nature, all thought, al reason centres  ^  ^ Eleatics in Greece and the
in the oneness or conciliation of B^^^^^   ^^ ^\^ have been bold
Ss^Totbt a sSn^hL^:  en0^ t0 ^^ see ^ m' su^
blem of the •universe, but valid only to     3 Gf' Shankar's introdn. to BnhacL
us and to intelligences like ours. And  up-  Tobaram T^.tya,'s Edn.,p. 53.
such a solution the Vedanta has given     4 j^ ^ ,4-55; and see Shankar's
at one of the stages of philosophic  doss on Bhag. Git. XVIII, 48, MahiL-
thonght_m India; the conception of  deva SMstri's translation, p. 331.
S<td-asai or union of Kshetra and

